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Encore! EP297: A Driver of Patient Engagement and Clinician Team Success That Is Almost Always Overlooked, With Jerry Durham
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . 
 This show has implications for provider organizations of all stripes, especially those looking to succeed in value-based care or those who need patient trust and relationships for any other reason, including just patient volume. 
 This episode a...
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EP432: The Knifepoint Intersection of Margin and Mission and the Peril of Cutting Clinical “Waste,” With Kate Wolin, ScD
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . 
 First of all, I just want to start out this pod and really thank everyone listening and for showing up for a show like this one. You do it and you are here because you care about patients/members. 
 It’s just so easy to feel like we’...
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EP431: How Accountability for Outcomes Works in the Real World With Kenny Cole, MD
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . 
 There’s this meme that’s going around on the interwebs with the caption, “Sometimes the shortest distance in between two places isn’t a straight line.” What? Yeah, because actually there’s three dimensions in ...

View Show Notes











Relentless Health Value™ Gets Top Billing! - Click Here
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Let's Fix Healthcare Together
Relentless Health Value (RHV) is the largest weekly podcast reaching senior healthcare decision makers. This includes executives working for payer, provider, pharmacy, pharma, and health tech organizations. We also reach investors plus a growing number of employer CFOs and benefits professionals, including benefits professionals making decisions for state and city health plans.
 
The Relentless Tribe played a role in spreading awareness and offering support for a Groundswell Movement™ in Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD), which is focused on closing a patient care gap and relies on the input and collaboration across a wide range of stakeholders. It takes a village, and in this case a tribe, to create change that matters. Please visit the CKD Groundswell Movement™ to learn more. 

Our listeners—the Relentless Tribe—all have one thing in common: a desire to put patients over profits and do well by doing good. We are a tribe of like-minded individuals on a relentless mission to improve healthcare in this country.

Listen to Relentless Health Value weekly to join the Tribe and connect with others trying to manage the quadruple play: to provide healthcare value and patient satisfaction while being personally and professionally fulfilled.
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Join the Relentless Tribe
We love that you are committed to working together to improve healthcare. If you type your email below, each week you get a transcription of the introduction of the current episode, along with time-stamped notes and quote callouts.

Signing up here is very motivating for us because it lets us know that you are a listener and committed to the same cause that we are.

(Keep in mind that you can unsubscribe incredibly easily if we don’t live up to your expectations. Also, we rarely, if ever, send anything else besides the one weekly email.)






Sponsorship Opportunities
Relentless Health Value is (although not officially) a non-profit endeavor. We get a lot of satisfaction from helping those in the healthcare industry help Americans get better healthcare. But putting out a podcast like Relentless Health Value is expensive, and we are bearing this financial cost ourselves.

Our audience is full of movers and shakers, so if you would love to reach our Relentless Health Value tribe please see our sponsorship opportunities page.

Tip Jar
Help us make an impact. Relentless Health Value is (although not officially) a non-profit endeavor. If you enjoy this podcast and would like to support our efforts to improve healthcare, please consider a small donation by clicking Donate below.


  






Reviews
Please leave us an honest rating so other listeners can find the show. This is probably the most meaningful way to help us, and we appreciate you taking the time.
View 4 Simple Steps to Rate and Review on iTunes


 Apple Podcasts 

Disrupter and Change Central for Healthcare
Quite frankly, if you aren’t listening to the leading voice in healthcare and the problem solvers she candidly interviews weekly, then you can’t be a lifelong learner and supporter for a healthier healthcare system.  

Stacey Richter is a healthcare podcast savant.  So don’t delay, put it at the top of your must listen...
Read More By the 49ers  March 05, 2024 




 Apple Podcasts 

A must-listen podcast
This podcast is required listening for anyone interested in fixing the US healthcare system. Stacey shares her in-depth, thoughtful, always spot-on insights  with her audience. She’s an excellent interviewer who discusses actionable, practical approaches to improving the system with her roster of expert guests.
 Nina Lathia  February 07, 2024 




 Apple Podcasts 

Truly amazing, thoughtful show
This podcast takes nothing for granted and carefully examines healthcare piece by piece. Every episode is a focused deep dive into one particular aspect of the system and what’s working and what isn’t. The show covers an hour’s worth of material in about 30 min. Really the best use of your healthcare podcast time.
 Santos-L-Halper  January 30, 2024 




 Apple Podcasts 

Thought provoking but fair
This podcast brings breaks down the many barriers in the healthcare system and the actions that all the players can have to influence change to bring more value to the consumer.  Well worth your time, every time.
 KC64789  January 26, 2024 




 Apple Podcasts 

The only healthcare podcast you need
If you’re looking for ways to actually improve healthcare and you care about the US healthcare system not being a complete dumpster fire, then RHV needs to be a must-listen every time Stacey releases an episode.

RHV is a refreshing ray of hope for change with “how-to” mixed in, giving the healthcare optimist a lightho...
Read More TrevorJUVA  October 18, 2023 




 Apple Podcasts 

Thanks for shining light on healthcare!
Our present healthcare system or rather “sick care system” needs more attention given. Great podcasts!!
 sbgutwin  September 29, 2023 




 Apple Podcasts 

The Best Healthcare Podcast I’ve Heard
I am always on the lookout for newsletters, podcasts, books and articles to advance my understanding of the US healthcare system at an early stage of my career. Nothing has come close to what Stacey Richter consistently puts together for her listeners. The quality of guest, level of technical rigor, concision, and cont...
Read More ghjysvksvkd  September 21, 2023 




 Apple Podcasts 

#1 Podcast
If you could only listen to one podcast on the transformation of healthcare this is the one.

Stacey is amazing and right on point.

Scott Conard,MD
 FSUfan4life  September 13, 2023 




 Apple Podcasts 

My weekly go-to for smart takes on VBC
I have recommended this podcast to literally hundreds of people (including onstage at our recent customer success summit). Anyone who cares about the sustainability of our healthcare system owes it to themselves to give RHV a permanent spot on their playlist. Always smart, often provocative, scrupulously fair, it’s wel...
Read More Jspeaks1987  August 11, 2023 
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Encore! EP297: A Driver of Patient Engagement and Clinician Team Success That Is Almost Always Overlooked, With Jerry Durham
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . 
 This show has implications for provider organizations of all stripes, especially those looking to succeed in value-based care or those who need patient trust and relationships for any other reason, including just patient volume. 
 This episode a...
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EP432: The Knifepoint Intersection of Margin and Mission and the Peril of Cutting Clinical “Waste,” With Kate Wolin, ScD
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . 
 First of all, I just want to start out this pod and really thank everyone listening and for showing up for a show like this one. You do it and you are here because you care about patients/members. 
 It’s just so easy to feel like we’...
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EP431: How Accountability for Outcomes Works in the Real World With Kenny Cole, MD
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . 
 There’s this meme that’s going around on the interwebs with the caption, “Sometimes the shortest distance in between two places isn’t a straight line.” What? Yeah, because actually there’s three dimensions in ...
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EP430: Advice for Digital Health Vendors Selling to Employers, With Barbara Wachsman
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . We have been spending a bunch of time here on Relentless Health Value talking about PBMs (pharmacy benefit managers) lately and pharmacy benefits, but we are moving into a new topic area. It sort of kicked off three weeks ago with the pod with Rik...
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EP429: Following the Dollar Through Pharmacy Acronyms Like WAC, AWP, and NADAC, With Luke Slindee, PharmD
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . In this healthcare podcast we’re talking about pharmacy acronyms or terms like AWP and WAC, and, not really an acronym, but we’ll also talk pharmacy list prices, rebates, discounts. We also have NADAC, but that’s slightly off to the side for reaso...
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EP428: Do-It-Now Advice From the J&J and the DOL v BCBS Lawsuits, With Julie Selesnick
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . 
 This show is different, so if you’ve already listened to or read all about the gory details of the J&J and/or the DOL v BCBS lawsuits, this is not gonna be a repeat of that information. Julie Selesnick, my guest today, does cover the v...
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EP427: How Do Digital Health Vendors Deliver Patient Outcomes and Experiences? With Rik Renard
 For a full transcript of this episode, click here . 
 Hey, Relentless Health Value Tribe, thanks so much for being here this week. I gotta say, I really appreciate all of you who write and tell me that you kick off your Thursdays by listening to this show every week. 
 You just pop open your app an...
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